**IMPORTANT INFORMATION**

General enquiries: classified@citizen.co.za

**CLASSIFIEDS:**

**Payment** clearly marked for the relevant consultant’s attention to above numbers: 2) Credit
005 (Client must use THE CITIZEN ACCOUNT NUMBER AS REFERENCE) and Fax proof of
1) Direct deposit: First National Bank, Account Number: 62104929346, Branch Code: 255-
**LICENTIATION.**

9AM DAY PRIOR TO PUBLICATION | HAMMER & GAVEL: 4PM, 2 DAYS PRIOR TO

**Now online:** citizen.co.za/classifieds

Classifieds Manager: Anisa Khan: 010 492 5220, anisak@citizen.co.za

Classifieds

**PERSONAL**

**FURNISHING, NOTICES, REMOVALS**

**Vehicles**

**Motorcycle, Trucks, Spares and Accessories**

**Property**

**Beds, Flats, Houses for sale or to Let, Office and Warehouse, Storage Space**

**Business Opportunity/ Franchise/ Partnership**

**Employment**

**General, Artisan, Admin and Finance, Sales and Marketing, Technical and Engineering, Drivers**

**Herbalist, Adult Entertainment**

**FINANCE**

**EMPLOYMENT**

**HERBALISTS**

**MAMA SHIPIAH**

**PROF MAMA NINA**

**DR BATANJ PAY AFTER JOB IS DONE!**

**NOW 200 TO SOLVE PROBLEMS**

Money in your account, Magic spell to bring R100 every day!

• Short boys bring money to work with you

• Lost lovers, double salary, win casino

Call/WhatsApp Dr Batanji to help: 083 885 3939

**DR AZEEZ POWERFUL PSYCHIC HEALER 100% HERBAL MASTER (NEVER FAILS)**

• Bring back lost lover

• Marriage, divorce

• Lotto and casino

• Financial problem

• Remove evil

• Unfinished jobs

Same day results: 072-303-7100

**MAMA MAYA**

**076 944 0055**

**All problems can be solved**

• Do you want money into your account or house

• Get back your lost love

• Remove bad luck

• Money, health and marriage

• Clearing of debts

• See your enemy in the mirror

• Job promotion

Call/WhatsApp MAMA MAYA: 076 944 0055

**MAMA SHIFAH**

**067 167 0359**

**Same day results**

• Here to help you

• Bring back lost lover

• Marriage, divorce

• Lotto and casino

• Financial problems

• Remove evil

• Unfinished jobs

Call/WhatsApp MAMA SHIFAH: 067 167 0359

**MAMA NOVA**

**076 293 5654**

**KICKS TO LIFE**

Call/ WhatsApp MAMA NOVA: 076 293 5654

**MAMA CAZEN**

**071 765 3890**

**All problems can be solved**

• Lost lover

• Magic spell to bring R100 every day!

Call/ WhatsApp MAMA CAZEN: 071 765 3890

**NEW**

**DR MUNASYA Powerful Miracle Doctor in Africa**

• Get money in your account

• Open your luck

• Money for firm of doctors

• Law cases

• Gambling and bad debts

• Financial crisis

• Quick pension
days out

• Credit will not be given for typographical errors which do not lessen the effect

**MOTHER SHAKUL & MAMA SONIFA**

**078 944 0055**

**ALL PROBLEMS CAN BE SOLVED**

• Do you want money into your account or house

• Job promotion

Call/ WhatsApp MAMA KATUMA: 078 944 0055

**FREE LEGALS DISCLAIMER**

**1.** The publication is entitled to withhold an advertisement from publication, and to cancel

2. It is the responsibility of the advertiser to report any errors on the

3. The Citizen will not be liable for any errors and/or omissions for any

4. It is the responsibility of the advertiser to report any errors on the

5. The Citizen will not be held responsible for adverts that run out of

6. If no response is received for an advertisement which has been cancelled, caused by any faults outside The Citizen’s control. These errors include, but are not limited to,

7. The Citizen is entitled to refuse to include, or to withdraw, any advertisement

8. If no response is received for an advertisement which has been cancelled, caused by any faults outside The Citizen’s control. These errors include, but are not limited to,